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Find Targeted Cleaning Solutions at Arrow
Arrow develops and produces cleaning products for a wide variety of applications, from floors 
and upholstery to car care, across a range of environments from industrial to foodservice.

We help you grow your business by delivering 
complete chemical solutions using a century of 
expertise in private brand and contract manufacturing. 

We know that working with a team that can solve 
industrial and commercial cleaning challenges is 
essential to getting the results you need to reach your 
goals. And as a family-owned Michigan-based business, 
we understand the value of reliable partnerships. When 
you choose Arrow as your cleaning chemical solutions 
provider, you’ll benefit our experience and deep 
commitment to exceeding customer expectations.

Our commitment to customers began in 1933, and we 
continue to deliver results by:

   Keeping pace with advancements in cleaning 
solution technologies

   Investing in our manufacturing capabilities to 
ensure you have the products and services you need when you need them

  Listening to your ideas and goals

  Responding with formulations and innovative packaging that will build your brand

Whether you purchase from the hundreds of stocked products in this catalog, need a private 
label, or want a custom blend, you’ll get personalized service and high-quality formulations 
from Arrow. Our solutions model includes:

  Regulatory and compliance support

  Technical expertise with product development and analysis

  Packaging and labeling capabilities for your private brand or custom label
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A
ll-Purpose Industrial C

leaners

All-Purpose and Industrial Cleaners
Effective and Easy-to-Use!
We formulated our All-Purpose and Industrial cleaning 
solutions to tackle cleaning challenges on multiple 
surfaces across industries and end-uses.
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Arrow 450
GLASS BLAST
Clean, brighten and polish glass and other surfaces. Choose an easy-to-use spray 
or economical refill. Dries fast without streaks or residue.

Arrow 012 
GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER
Our eco-friendly cleaner cuts through smoke, grease and grime while polishing
surfaces.

Arrow 451 
CONCENTRATED GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER
Concentrated Glass & Surface Cleaner’s advanced formula cuts through smoke, 
grease, and grime.

A
ll-Purpose and Industrial C

leaners

Glass and Surface Cleaners

Heavy Duty Cleaners and Degreasers

Arrow 234
X234 HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER
Designed to tackle tough cleaning jobs by instantly dissolving and emulsifying 
heavy grease, oil, carbon deposits in a variety of applications.

Arrow 200 
AUTO SCRUB 7000
A powerful low-foaming cleaner/degreaser ideal for production and factory floors, 
machinery, engines, tools, trucks, and parts.

Arrow 570 
AMMONIATED GLASS CLEANER
Cut through grease, grime, smoke, finger prints and smudges with this quick 
drying, glass cleaner. Use confidently on glass, windows, plastic, mirrors and 
more.
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Arrow 245 
CITRA CLING CITRUS BASED DEGREASER GEL 
Made with natural citrus ingredients and a formulation that clings to vertical 
surfaces, Citra Cling delivers maximum cleaning power. 

Arrow 600 
900 DEGREASER
Arrow’s 900 Degreaser is a versatile, economical, and heavy-duty butyl-based 
cleaner with flexible dilution ratios to meet a variety of cleaning challenges on 
hard surfaces, carpet, and fabric.

A
ll-Purpose and Industrial C

leaners
Heavy Duty Cleaners and Degreasers

Arrow 248 
CITRUS DEGREASER
D-Limonene, a citrus fruit by-product powers Arrow Citrus Degreaser, an 
environmentally mindful, economical, and versatile solution for tackling many 
cleaning challenges.

Arrow 247 
SUPER CITRUS SOLVENT
A natural citrus solvent that is non-caustic, non-acid, and non-corrosive, Arrow’s 
Super Citrus Solvent uses D-Limonene, a citrus fruit by-product to deliver an 
aggressive clean.

Arrow 249 
EASY GREEN
Biodegradable and non-toxic, Arrow’s Easy Green multi-purpose product is safe 
for non-porous washable surfaces, with a concentrated formula that delivers an 
economical and aggressive cleaner, degreaser, and deodorizer.

Arrow 269 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER
A superior non-solvent cleaner in the SaferChoice* label. Highly effective on 
graphite, grease, synthetic lubricants, silicone, iodine, and ink. Mindful yet 
powerful ingredients.
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Arrow’s All-Purpose and 
Industrial Cleaners remove 
grease and grime from a 
variety of surfaces without 
the need for vigorous 
scrubbing and without 
leaving any residue behind.

A
ll-Purpose Industrial C

leaners
A

ll-Purpose and Industrial C
leaners

Multi-Surface Cleaners

Arrow 210 
KLENZ-ALL 
Klenz-All is a powerful, powdered, all-purpose cleaner safe for hard surfaces and 
floors. You supply the water, making this product economical as well as versatile.

Arrow 236 
AROLOSO 
Aroloso from Arrow effectively cleans, shines, and deodorizes with a light, long-
lasting lavender fragrance. Ideal for multiple hard surfaces or any area prone to 
malodors.

Arrow 239 
ALL PURPOSE NEUTRAL CLEANER 
An economical, daily solution for all washable surfaces, Arrow’s All Purpose 
Neutral Cleaner is easy to use with mopping, auto scrubbing, or spray and wipe 
applications. Fresh Rain and Spearmint scent.

Heavy Duty Cleaners and Degreasers

Arrow 688 
ECO-ORANGE
A powerful, environmentally preferable degreaser, Arrow’s Eco-Orange instantly 
penetrates and emulsifies grease, oil, dirt, and grime. Formulated with chemicals 
listed by Cleangredients.
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Multi-Surface Cleaners

Arrow 400 
AROFECT
Arofect from Arrow relies on natural pine oil to deliver an effective deodorizer, but 
the super concentrated formula provides powerful, heavy duty cleaning.

Arrow 265
OIL SCRUB SOAP
Easily remove soil and dirt from waxed or painted surfaces including appliances, 
stainless steel, and woodwork without harm, leaving only a fresh, natural 
fragrance behind.  

Arrow 241 
ARO NEU 
Aro Neu is a pH-neutral detergent specifically formulated for daily use on high 
gloss floor finishes, appliances, painted walls, ceramic tile, countertops, and 
wood. Fresh Scent.

Arrow 242 
DAMP MOP 
A versatile, concentrated neutral cleaner, Arrow’s Damp Mop effectively cleans 
acrylic floor finishes, marble, granite, natural stone, wood floors, and other water-
cleanable surfaces. Lemon Scent.

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202 
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease, lifting stains and soils, and 
destroying odors.

Arrow 609 
SWIPE
Arrow’s Swipe Cleaner and Degreaser is a powerful ready-to-use formula that 
tackles soil and grease on a variety of surfaces from floors and countertops to 
fabric and carpets. 
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A
ll-Purpose Industrial C
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Carpet, Upholstery, and 
Laundry Care Solutions 
Clean and Protect!
Choose from a range of liquid and powdered carpet, 
upholstery, and laundry care products formulated to 
deliver deep cleaning and deodorizing.
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Carpet Shampoos

Arrow 461 
RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER 
A liquid synthetic based shampoo that effectively cleans modern fabrics. The rich, 
long-lasting foam quickly removes oil and grease, lifting dirt and suspending it for 
easy vacuuming. For rotary and bonnet machines.

Arrow 246
CITRUS H202 
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors.

Arrow 269 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER 
A superior non-solvent cleaner in the SaferChoice* label. Highly effective on 
graphite, grease, synthetic lubricants, silicone, iodine, and ink.

Arrow 314 
NEUTRALIZER 
A concentrated, advanced floor and carpet neutralizer designed to remove 
alkaline residue. Neutralizes stripping solutions, carpet cleaning solutions, rock 
salt and ice melt residue. Removes tannins and prevents browning.

Arrow 463 
EXTRACTION CLEANER 
Arrow’s liquid carpet Extraction Cleaner works with a variety of extraction systems 
to quickly penetrate heavy soils, grease, oil, stains, and dirt, instantly brightening 
carpet fibers and surfaces. 

Extraction & Truck Mount Carpet Cleaning Solutions 

Arrow 469 
FOAM AWAY 
Break down foam instantly without harming hoses or equipment with Arrow 
Foam Away. Ideal for use in recovery systems, steam cleaning machines, water 
extractors, automatic scrubbers, or anywhere suds create a problem. 
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Laundry Cleaning Solutions 

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors. Provides superior stain removal and color safe bleaching.

Arrow 113LP
CONCENTRATED DESTAINER 
Effectively remove tough laundry stains and odors on most natural and synthetic 
bleach-safe fabrics with a formula specifically designed for institutional laundries. 

Arrow 269 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER
A superior non-solvent cleaner in the SaferChoice* label. Highly effective on 
graphite, grease, synthetic lubricants, silicone, iodine, and ink. Tough stain spotter.

Arrow 473 
AROFRESH
Arrow’s AroFresh Fabric Softener and Neutralizer eliminates static cling while 
tackling detergent residues and water hardness minerals that yellow and gray 
fabrics. Neutralizes alkaline detergents, eliminating the need for sour.

Arrow 475 
AWS PREMIUM LAUNDRY POWDER
Concentrated, quality cleaning at an affordable price with low sudsing, low 
phosphate, free-rinsing detergent that cleans tough stains.

Arrow 476 
AROBRITE
A highly concentrated, heavy-duty solution in the Safer Choice* Label that is 
effective in all temperatures, and powerful enough to remove stubborn dirt and 
stains while gently brightening fabrics.
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Eliminate dirt and stains on rugs, 
carpeting, and fabrics such as wool, 
cotton, nylon, or other synthetics with 
solutions from Arrow.

A
ll-Purpose Industrial C

leaners
C

arpet, U
pholstery, and Laundry C

are Solutions 

Laundry Cleaning Solutions 

Arrow 477 
LEMON FRESH LAUNDRY POWDER 
A concentrated, economical, brightly scented powder containing powerful soil 
suspending agents and controlled suds to facilitate proper washing and thorough 
rinsing action.

Arrow 499
OXY POWER 
Oxy Power is a multi-purpose stain remover, color brightener, deodorizer, mold 
and mildew stain remover, safe for all washable fabrics and surfaces including 
carpets, countertops, and shower rooms. 

Arrow 826 
LAUNDRY BREAK 
A powerful, heavy-duty liquid solution for tough laundry problems that contains 
alkali builders and suspending agents to emulsify greasy soils and keep them 
suspended to prevent soil re-deposition. For dispensing use only.

Arrow 478
LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT 
Gently removes tough stains and odors from all types of fabrics. High-efficiency 
compatible. Brightens, whitens and leaves the entire load smelling fresh and 
clean.
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Maintenance Cleaning Solutions 

Arrow 468 
PRO-SHIELD STAIN PROTECTOR
A water and oil repelling finishing agent that provides excellent soil resistance on 
carpets, leather and upholstery and produces a durable finish that helps retain a 
like-new look.

Arrow 437
AROLIMINATOR 
A versatile, highly concentrated odor counteractant that’s ideal for use with carpet 
cleaning solutions, in mop water, as an air spray, or for general deodorizing.

Arrow 432 
SPOT, STAIN & ODOR REMOVER 
An easy-to-use, all-purpose carpet and upholstery spotter that combines 
detergent and deodorant to emulsify and lifts soils for removal by blotting or 
extracting methods or in laundry.

Arrow 434 
LEMON DEODORANT 
A super-concentrated odor neutralizer to use in carpet cleaning solutions, mop 
water, as an air spray, and for general deodorizing. Long-lasting fresh lemon 
scent.

Arrow 436 
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums. Great on pet stains and odors.
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A
ll-Purpose Industrial C
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Disinfectants
Arrow disinfectants and sanitizers kill or reduce 
the number of germs on objects or surfaces 
through formulas specifically designed to lower the 
risk of spreading infection. Whether you need a 
concentrated disinfectant or a ready-to-use solution, 
Arrow disinfectants and sanitizers get the job done!
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Concentrated Disinfectants

Arrow 150 
SANITIZER 
Designed specifically for food processing plants, dairies, restaurants, bars, and 
institutions where disinfection, sanitization, and deodorization are vital to creating 
a healthy environment. This product can be diluted as a food contact surface 
sanitizer as well as for hospital-type disinfection.

Arrow 250
FACILITY DISINFECTANT CLEANER
A concentrated, no-rinse, pH neutral disinfectant cleaner and lemon-scented 
deodorizer that kills germs, odors, mold, mildew, dirt, and grime with no residue. 
Use on hard surfaces to kill H1N1, MRSA, and CA-MRSA.

Arrow 252 
LEMON FRESH NUTRAQUAT 
A one step, neutral pH disinfectant, virucide, fungicide, mildewstat, deodorizing 
cleaner that can tackle a variety of microorganisms including: staphylococcus 
aureus, streptococcus pyogenes, HIV-1 and the Coronavirus that causes 
COVID-19.

Arrow 253 
FRESH & CLEAN NUTRAQUAT 
This versatile, pH neutral cleaner and disinfectant kills a broad spectrum of 
microorganisms including the virus that causes COVID-19. Use confidently on 
hard, non-porous surfaces including polished floors, restroom surfaces and other 
high-touch surfaces to reduce the risk of cross-contamination. 

Arrow 256 
AROMAX 256
A neutral, super concentrated, one-step, disinfectant cleaner, virucide, mildewstat, 
fungicide and deodorizer for use in health care, schools, veterinary, food handling 
and processing areas. Disinfection at 1/2 oz per gallon of water.

Arrow 251
FACILITY DISINFECTANT CLEANER
The pine-scented formulation is a concentrated, no-rinse, pH neutral disinfectant 
cleaner and deodorizer that kills germs, odors, mold, mildew, dirt, and grime with 
no residue. Use on hard surfaces to kill H1N1, MRSA, and CA-MRSA.
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Effectively cleaning and 
disinfecting surfaces 

and objects is easy 
with complete cleaning 

solutions from Arrow.

A
ll-Purpose Industrial C

leaners
D

isinfectants 
Concentrated Disinfectants 

Arrow 444 
SUPERCIDE
A phosphate-free, alkaline formulation designed to provide effective cleaning, 
deodorization, and disinfection specifically for hospitals, nursing homes, schools, 
and food processing plants.
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Ready-to-Use Disinfectants

Arrow 174 
DISINFECTANT WIPES
These hospital-type disinfectant wipes have an antibacterial formula that cleans, 
disinfects, and deodorizes in one easy step. They are virucidal, tuberculocidal, 
bactericidal and pseudomonicidal.

Arrow 439 
TAKE-1 GLASS & ALL SURFACE DISINFECTANT
Clean, disinfect, and deodorize in one easy step with a phosphate-free formula 
works effectively in facilities where controlling the hazards of cross contamination 
is a priority.

Arrow 442 
FORMULA 442
A one-step germicidal cleaner and deodorant designed for general cleaning, 
disinfecting, and deodorizing. Controls mold and mildew on hard, non-porous 
inanimate surfaces.

Arrow 443 
HANG TIME
Clean, deodorize, and disinfect with one step and a powerful foaming action that 
makes disinfecting vertical surfaces easy. Clinging foam stays in place to allow 
maximum contact time for proper disinfection.
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Environmentally Responsible
Get maximum power to tackle cleaning challenges 
with biodegradable, environmentally preferable 
formulations for multiple surfaces like glass, fabric, 
marble, tile, and wood. And many products in Arrow’s 
Environmentally Responsible line are versatile with 
dilution ratios for light or heavy-duty cleaning.
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Environmentally Responsible

Arrow 010 
PH NEUTRAL DAILY CLEANER  
pH Neutral Daily Cleaner is an all-purpose, environmentally preferable, no rinse, 
solution formulated to quickly penetrate and emulsify light to medium soils.

Arrow 162
SUNSHINE WITH LEMON BURST 
Long lasting sudsing power that quickly cuts through the toughest grease with a 
super-concentrated formula and a fresh lemon burst fragrance that leaves dishes 
sparkling clean.

Arrow 172 
UPSET SPILL & MESS ABSORBENT  
Upset destroys odors on contact and absorbs mess in one quick step. Non-toxic 
and environmentally friendly, Upset provides fast and complete clean-up.

Arrow 175 
CLEAN SWEEP  
Made from uniform northern wood fiber compounded with A-1 grade paraffin 
oil, Clean Sweep is ideal for use on unwaxed floors, leaving no grit on wood, 
concrete, or cement.

Arrow 185 
WAX SWEEP 
A unique wax formulation that coats the compound’s wood fibers for maximum 
absorption of dust and soil. Safe to use on all floor types.

Arrow 012 
GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER  
Our eco-friendly cleaner cuts through smoke, grease and grime while polishing 
surfaces.

Arrow 069 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER   
Arrow’s AC-69 Cleaner Degreaser is safe to  use on metals, concrete, carpet, 
fabric, walls, and floors. Contractor’s #1 choice for fire restoration clean-ups.
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Environmentally Responsible 

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors.

Arrow 269 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER
A superior non-solvent cleaner in the SaferChoice* label. Highly effective on 
graphite, grease, synthetic lubricants, silicone, iodine, and ink.

Arrow 353 
FOAMY HAND SOAP
Quickly cleanse light to medium soils with a rich foam containing aloe and 
vitamin E to help nourish the skin. Ideal for any environment and formulated with 
biodegradable ingredients.

Arrow 432 
SPOT, STAIN & ODOR REMOVER
An easy-to-use, all-purpose carpet and upholstery spotter that combines 
detergent and deodorant to emulsify and lifts soils for removal by blotting or 
extracting methods.

Arrow 436 
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT  
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums.

Arrow 451 
CONCENTRATED GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER 
Concentrated Glass & Surface Cleaner’s advanced formula cuts through smoke, 
grease, and grime.
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Environmentally Responsible

Arrow 476
AROBRITE 
A highly concentrated, heavy-duty solution in the Safer Choice* Label that is 
effective in all temperatures, and powerful enough to remove stubborn dirt and 
stains while gently whitening.

Arrow 499 
OXY POWER  
Oxy Power is a multi-purpose stain remover, color brightener, deodorizer, mold 
and mildew stain remover, safe for all washable fabrics and surfaces including 
carpets, countertops, and shower rooms. 

Arrow 688 
ECO-ORANGE 
A powerful, environmentally preferable degreaser, Arrow’s Eco-Orange instantly 
penetrates and emulsifies grease, oil, dirt, and grime. Formulated with chemicals 
listed by CleangredientsTM.
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Floor Care
Arrow’s floor care cleaning solutions remove dirt, 
particulate, and oily soil and prevent finishes from 
darkening or yellowing.
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Floor Finishes

Arrow 309 
ARMORCOTE   
The ultimate floor finish with a 25% solid, metal cross-linked, polymer finish that 
produces an ultra-high-gloss wet shine for superior protection in high traffic areas.

Arrow 317 
OUTSHINE 25   
A technologically advanced sealer and finish designed for ultimate gloss, clarity, 
and durability with an optically enhanced formula that’s quick-drying, easy to 
apply, maintain, and repair.

Floor Maintenance

Arrow 010 
PH NEUTRAL DAILY CLEANER  
pH Neutral Daily Cleaner is an all-purpose, environmentally preferable, no rinse, 
solution formulated to quickly penetrate and emulsify light to medium soils.

Arrow 278 
LOW MAINTENANCE SEALER & FINISH 
An easy-to-use solution for a glossy floor finish that’s black mark and detergent 
resistant and quick drying with superior leveling properties and slip resistance.

Arrow 300 
AROTHANE SEALER & FINISH 
A polyurethane and acrylic emulsion blend that delivers a superior gloss and extra 
durable protection, delivering outstanding results with non-buffed as well as high 
speed and spray buffed floors.

Arrow 304 
ONE STEP REVITALIZER
A concentrated, cleaner and gloss enhancer that seals and protects rubber floors 
and gets exceptional results with UHS burnishers.

Specialty Sealers 
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Arrow 172 
UPSET SPILL & MESS ABSORBENT  
Upset destroys odors on contact and absorbs mess in one quick step. Non-toxic 
and environmentally friendly, Upset provides fast and complete clean-up.

Arrow 197 
BANA OIL MOP TREATMENT  
Treat dust mops and cloths to quickly lift dust and dirt. This economical solution 
leaves floors and surfaces bright and protected.

Arrow 240 
ARO CONCENTRATE    
A powerful, concentrated, moderately alkaline, all-purpose cleaner with superior 
wetting agents for deep cleaning washable surfaces including floors, vehicles, 
restrooms, and woodwork.

Floor C
are 

Floor Maintenance 

Arrow 242 
DAMP MOP 
A versatile, concentrated neutral cleaner, Arrow’s Damp Mop effectively cleans 
acrylic floor finishes, marble, granite, natural, stone, wood floors and other water-
cleanable surfaces. Lemon Scent.

Arrow 244 
SURE FOOT 
A highly concentrated cleaner/degreaser for quarry tile and concrete floors that 
eliminates the grease build-up that can cause slippery floors. Restores the natural 
slip-resistance of quarry tile floors.

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors. Brightens grout.
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Regular floor care with solutions from Arrow 
helps maintain floor appearance and improves 
safety for visitors and employees.

A
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Floor C
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Arrow 306 
REBUFF FLOOR ENHANCER
Formulated as a spray buff or mop-on floor enhancer, the thermally activated 
relaminator repairs scuffs, scratches, and abrasions, cleaning, and rejuvenating 
base coats with a wet look sheen. 

Arrow 314 
NEUTRALIZER
A concentrated, advanced floor neutralizer designed to remove alkaline, rock salt, 
ice melt and stripping solution residue from resilient tile and other floor surfaces.

Floor Maintenance 

Arrow 255 
CLEAN BRITE SOAP & WAX
A concentrated soap and wax combination developed for food service operations 
and buildings open 24 hours a day with limited cleaning time. Cleans while 
leaving a light wax sheen.
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Floor Strippers

Arrow 312 
NO RINSE WAX STRIPPER   
No Rinse Wax Stripper uses a powerful formula to cut through layers of old 
finish in minutes, reducing the labor time associated with conventional stripping 
products. 

Arrow 226 
GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER  
Powerful powdered cleaner designed to quickly dissolve grease, grime, oil and 
dirt from concrete and cement floors.

Arrow 313 
ZIPITY STRIP   
A powerful formula that quickly strips multiple coats of burnished finish from 
resilient tile floors using hot or cold water and minimal scrubbing.

Powdered Floor Cleaners

Arrow 210 
KLENZ-ALL  
Klenz-All is a powerful, powdered, all-purpose cleaner safe for hard surfaces and 
floors. You supply the water, making this product economical as well as versatile.

Floor C
are 

Sweeping Compound 

Arrow 175 
CLEAN SWEEP  
Made from uniform northern wood fiber compounded with A-1 grade paraffin 
oil, Clean Sweep is ideal for use on unwaxed floors, leaving no grit on wood, 
concrete, or cement.

Arrow 185 
WAX SWEEP 
A unique wax formulation that coats the compound’s wood fibers for maximum 
absorption of dust and soil. Safe to use on all floor types.
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Food Service and Processing
A full line of food service and food processing 
cleaning products to provide a safe, healthy 
environment for customers and teams. Get high 
performance, targeted sanitation solutions for every 
surface in food service establishments, from the front 
to the back of the house.
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Automatic Warewash

Arrow 108 
SOLID BULLET MACHINE DISH DETERGENT    
A heavy-duty, solid detergent designed for use in high and low-temp commercial 
dish machines. Ideal for use in areas with normal to hard water in approved 
dispensing units.

Arrow 112 
CHLORINATED LIQUID MACHINE DISH DETERGENT  
A liquid chlorinated machine dishwashing detergent for use in injector fed 
warewash systems to effectively clean grease, hardened soils and stains from 
dishes, glasses, and silverware.

Arrow 109 
RED DETERGENT MACHINE WAREWASHING LIQUID   
An economical machine dishwashing detergent for use in injector detergent feed 
systems that’s tough on grease, mineral build-up, and baked-on stains on dishes, 
glassware, and silverware.

Arrow 110 
SUPER MACHINE CHLORINATED DISH POWDER  
A chlorinated machine dishwashing powder formulated to remove stain deposits 
from coffee, tea, and lipstick on china and plasticware.

Arrow 116 
ALL TEMPERATURE RINSE    
A super-concentrated sheeting agent that saves time and labor by controlling 
foam and leaving surfaces sparkling clean without towel drying.

Arrow 113
CHLORISAN SANITIZER 
A concentrated liquid chlorine bleach sanitizing compound that promotes 
destaining and free rinsing in low temperature warewashing machines, food 
processing, and dairy equipment.
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Drain and Grease Trap Care 

Arrow 436 
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT 
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums. Eliminates odors that attract fruit flies.

Arrow 505 
DRAIN OPENER
A fast-acting solution that dissolves obstructions from hair, grease, paper, 
matches, rags, and organics with no need to remove standing water or worry 
about damage to pipes or fixtures. 

Food Processing 

Arrow 113
CHLORISAN SANITIZER 
A concentrated liquid chlorine bleach sanitizing compound that promotes 
destaining and free rinsing in low temperature warewashing machines, food 
processing, and dairy equipment.

Arrow 142
FOAMING CHLORINATED DEGREASER 
A heavy duty, concentrated blend of high alkaline cleaning agents and bleach 
designed for food processing facilities to remove fatty soils, baked on carbon, 
blood, grease and oils.

Arrow 141 
BLOCK WHITENER CLEANER WITH BLEACH
Quickly and efficiently cleans and whitens plastic and wood cutting blocks. It 
eliminates stains caused by grease, protein, fruits, vegetables, blood and other 
difficult food soils. For use on surfaces not harmed by bleach. 
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Arrow 151 
SANI-SPRAY 
A no rinse, ready-to-use food contact surface sanitizer developed for food 
service establishments that delivers a convenient, 200-ppm active quat solution, 
eliminating 99.99% of bacteria in 60 seconds!

Arrow 149 
IODINE CLEANER & SANITIZER   
A low-foaming cleaner/sanitizer for use in automatic dish machines outfitted with 
appropriate injector type equipment in commercial restaurants and other food 
handling institutions.

Arrow 150 
SANITIZER  
Designed specifically for food processing plants, dairies, restaurants, bars, and 
institutions where disinfection, sanitization, and deodorization are vital to creating 
a healthy environment. Ideal for 3rd sink sanitizing and other hard, non-porous 
food contact surfaces.

Arrow 146 
LO SUDS   
Ideal for electric brush glassware washers, delivering controlled suds with no 
spots, streaks, smudges, or film.

Arrow 140
ARODIP 
A liquid concentrate for manual cleaning of glassware, cooking utensils, 
silverware, plasticware, pots, pans, and dishes, leaving a polished look without 
spots or soapy film and no toweling necessary.

Glassware Cleaners

Food Contact Surface Sanitizers

Arrow 148 
STERAMINE SANITIZING TABLETS    
Concentrated, multi-purpose quaternary-based sanitizing tablets that dissolve in 
water, producing a distinct, pale blue sanitizing solution which tells immediately 
that this sanitizer is present.
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Hand Dishwashing 

Arrow 114 
PRE-SOAK 
Easily soak away stubborn soils from silverware, stainless steel, pots and pans 
with a formula that has no harsh alkalis and is safe to use on all metals including 
aluminum.

Arrow 161 
BLUE DIAMOND PREMIUM DISHWASH
Thorough cleaning and effective grease-dissolving, concentrated power with 
long-lasting, stable suds that leaves no streaks or spots. Contains emollients to 
protect and condition the hands.

Arrow 160 
JEM HAND DISHWASHING DETERGENT
A concentrated detergent formulated for institutional and industrial use that’s 
gentle on the hands but effective on pots, pans, dishes, glassware, and food 
service equipment.

Arrow 126 
PRE-SOAK POWDER
A heavy-duty cleaning powder for cookware, bakeware, dishes, utensils, 
silverware, and stainless steel. Soak away baked on soils for quicker dishwashing!

Arrow 125 
ECONOMY HAND DISH POWDER
A mild detergent with no harmful alkalis, abrasives or fillers, making it ideal for 
cleaning glassware, stainless steel, silverware, plasticware, china, pots and pans 
with no film or streaks.

Arrow 162 
SUNSHINE WITH LEMON BURST    
Long-lasting sudsing power that quickly cuts through the toughest grease with 
a super-concentrated formula and a fresh burst of lemon fragrance that leaves 
dishes sparkling clean.
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Hand Dishwashing

Arrow 167 
PINK LOTION PREMIUM DISHWASH 
An outstanding grease dissolving power with long-lasting, stable suds, and 
free-rinsing properties that never leave streaks or spots. Ideal for china, glasses, 
silverware, pots and pans, and equipment.

Arrow 165 
B-B BUBBLES CONCENTRATED DISHWASH   
B-B Bubbles delivers rich, lasting suds for hand washing dishes. But the powerful 
cleaning action produces clean and spot-free vehicle exteriors, too! B-B Bubbles 
rinses quickly and safe for painted surfaces, glass, metal, and more.

Arrow 166 
PINK SUDS DISHWASHING LIQUID  
Formulated for institutional and industrial use to clean pots and pans thoroughly 
and get dishes and glassware sparkling. A concentrated detergent that’s gentle 
on hands.

Arrow 169 
EMERALD PREMIUM DISHWASH 
A top quality, highly concentrated fresh apple scented liquid with effective grease 
dissolving power that provides long lasting, stable suds with no streaks or spots.
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Arrow 134 
SUB ZERO FREEZER CLEANER 
An aggressive, ready-to-use, floor, wall, and equipment cleaner to remove dirt, 
grime, fat, and grease deposits from hard surfaces in sub-freezing, freezer, and 
cold storage areas. Aids in melting existing ice formations.

Arrow 115E 
LIME, SCALE & RUST REMOVER  
A concentrated blend of acid and detergent formulated to remove iron, 
rust, scale, and lime build-up from stained surfaces including steam tables, 
dishwashers, and equipment exposed to high temperatures.

Arrow 115
DELIMER 
Neutralize and remove lime and baked-on deposits from surfaces that have been 
exposed to high temperature using super-concentrated power that brightens 
aluminum, magnesium, stainless steel, copper, and chrome. Top choice for 
deliming ice machines and dish machines.

Kitchen Cleaners

Arrow 136 
OVEN & GRILL CLEANER
A versatile, ready-to-use solution for cleaning grills, roller grills, griddles, and 
ovens and quickly emulsifying heavy grease build-up and grime in cooking areas 
including hoods and vents. 

Arrow 138 
D-F DEEP FAT FRYER & GRILL CLEANER
Quickly remove grease and carbon with a heavy-duty, fast, and effective cleaner 
for surfaces including chrome, stainless steel, fryers, grills, griddles, filters, hoods, 
urns, and rotisseries. No harsh fumes.

Arrow 135 
KUTS SUPER DUTY KITCHEN DEGREASER
A liquid concentrate that easily KUTS grease, removes carbon and soil 
accumulation in vents, hoods, stoves, ovens, floors, walls, and more. Effective as a 
spray and wipe or mop on solution.
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Kitchen Cleaners

Arrow 245 
CITRA CLING CITRUS BASED DEGREASER GEL    
Made with natural citrus ingredients and a formulation that clings to vertical 
surfaces, Citra Cling delivers maximum cleaning power for the toughest baked on 
soils.

Food Service and Processing 

Arrow 170 
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER & POLISH
A multi-purpose solution that easily removes old wax build-up and fills in minor 
scratches, leaving a like-new glisten and an invisible protective film that resists 
smudges, fingerprints, and soiling.

Arrow 234 
X234 HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER
Designed to tackle tough cleaning jobs by instantly dissolving and emulsifying 
heavy grease, oil, carbon deposits in a variety of applications.

Arrow 244 
SURE FOOT   
A highly concentrated cleaner/degreaser for quarry tile and concrete floors that 
eliminates the grease build-up that can cause slippery floors. Restores the natural 
slip resistance of quarry tile.

Arrow 600 
900 DEGREASER
Arrow’s 900 Degreaser is a versatile, economical, and heavy-duty butyl-based 
cleaner with flexible dilution ratios to meet a variety of cleaning challenges on 
hard surfaces, carpet, and fabric.
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Formulas designed to meet the needs of your 
workplace or your customers, with ingredients 
designed for safe and effective hand and body care.
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800 ML Boxless Bag Refills

Arrow 350 
ARO-CIDE ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP     
Formulated with conditioning surfactants and Benzalkonium Chloride, an effective 
bacteriostat that kills a variety of disease-causing microorganisms, gently 
cleansing hands and leaving them germ free.

Arrow 351 
ARO-SAN INSTANT HAND SANITIZER    
Kill 99.99% of most common germs in 15 seconds or less without using water and 
a non-drying formula that evaporates quickly. Enhanced with aloe and vitamin E.

Arrow 352 
ARO-SOFT PREMIUM LOTION SOAP  
A high sudsing, general purpose lotion soap formulated with emollients to help 
soften the skin and a thick pearlized pink consistency to effectively remove 
grease and grime from hands.

Arrow 363 
PINK CRÈME PREMIUM HAND SOAP    
A premium, pH-balanced, high-sudsing hand and body cleaner made from mild 
synthetic detergents to quickly remove dirt and grease and leave the skin fresh, 
clean and conditioned.

Arrow 362
JEWEL CREAMY PINK HAND CLEANER 
An economical, pH-balanced solution that’s ideal for dispenser use and 
formulated with mild synthetic cleaners to quickly removes dirt and grime while 
leaving hands fresh and clean.

Bulk Dispenser Soaps

Arrow 361 
PINK PEARL HAND CLEANER    
A concentrated, high sudsing hand and body cleaner that’s pleasantly scented 
and pH-balanced, formulated with mild synthetic detergents for use at the sink or 
in the shower. 
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Bulk Dispenser Soaps 

Arrow 364 
ARROW CARE HAND, HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO 
An all-purpose hand, hair and body shampoo that’s formulated to produce rich 
suds and is ideal for shower areas, locker rooms, and bathing facilities.

Arrow 366 
MEDI-SOAP PLUS ANTIBACTERIAL HAND CLEANER
An antiseptic hand cleaner formulated with mild synthetic detergents to deliver a 
gentle cleanse and Chloroxylenol, an effective bacteriostat that that leaves hands 
germ free.

Arrow 367 
TOTAL BODY WASH
The perfect blend of cleaner, shampoo and conditioner designed to leave hair 
and body luxuriously clean. Formulated with a fresh fragrance and pH balanced to 
minimize drying. Ideal for dispenser use.

Arrow 360
#20 LIQUID HAND SOAP 
This product is specially formulated for use in greasy conditions. It is very 
effective for use in food service operations as well as factories. This product may 
be diluted with water as necessary to meet your requirements. Formulated with 
20% coconut oil for frequent hand washers.

Heavy Duty Hand Cleaners

Arrow 320 
ROYAL BORAX HAND SOAP    
An alkaline, powdered formula that removes stains, and defeats grease and grime 
with ease; free-flowing for dispenser use.

Arrow 368
TIGER PAWS HEAVY DUTY HAND CLEANER  
An aggressive hand cleaner specifically formulated with citrus and grit to remove 
stubborn industrial soils and soothing emollients that will leave even the most 
frequently washed hands soft and smooth.
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Arrow 369 
FOAMING LUXURY HAND SOAP    
Air infuses into the formula as it’s dispensed, creating a rich, gentle, and luxurious 
lather that provides effective hand cleaning with a mild fragrance. 

Foaming Hand Soaps

Arrow 353
FOAMY HAND SOAP 
Quickly cleanse light to medium soils with a rich foam containing aloe and 
vitamin E to help nourish the skin. Ideal for any environment and formulated with 
biodegradable ingredients.

Arrow 354
FOAMING ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP 
Kill 99.99% of common germs that can cause illness with rich, soft foam that 
cleans light-to-medium soils with aloe and vitamin E to help nourish skin. 

Arrow 355
FOAMING INSTANT HAND SANITIZER 
Kill 99.9% of common germs in 15 seconds or less with a no alcohol formula 
fortified with aloe vera, vitamin E, and moisturizers to help nourish skin.
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Restroom, Mold and Mildew
Easy-to-use formulas that tackle the unique 
challenges in restroom environments, creating a safe, 
sanitary environment for employees and customers.
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Deodorizers

Arrow 252 
LEMON FRESH NUTRAQUAT 
A one-easy-step, neutral pH disinfectant, virucide, fungicide, mildewstatic, 
deodorizing cleaner that can tackle a variety of microorganisms including: 
staphylococcus aureus, streptococcus pyogenes, HIV-1 and the Coronavirus that 
causes COVID-19.

Arrow 236 
AROLOSO   
Aroloso from Arrow effectively cleans, shines, and deodorizes with a light, long-
lasting lavender fragrance. Ideal for multiple hard surfaces or any area prone to 
malodors.

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202  
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors.

Arrow 253
FRESH & CLEAN NUTRAQUAT 
This versatile, pH neutral cleaner and disinfectant kills a broad spectrum of 
microorganisms including the virus that causes COVID-19. Use confidently on 
hard, non-porous surfaces including polished floors, restroom surfaces and other 
high-touch surfaces to reduce the risk of cross-contamination.

Arrow 172 
UPSET SPILL & MESS ABSORBENT  
Upset destroys odors on contact and absorbs mess in one quick step. Non-toxic 
and environmentally friendly, Upset provides fast and complete clean-up.

Arrow 400 
AROFECT  
Arofect from Arrow relies on natural pine oil to deliver an effective deodorizer, but 
the super concentrated formula provides powerful, heavy duty cleaning.
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Deodorizers 

Arrow 434 
LEMON DEODORANT
A super-concentrated odor neutralizer to use in carpet cleaning solutions, mop 
water, as an air spray, and for general deodorizing. 

Arrow 437 
AROLIMINATOR
A versatile, highly concentrated odor counteractant that’s ideal for use with carpet 
cleaning solutions, in mop water, as an air spray, or for general deodorizing.

Arrow 436 
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums.

Restroom Cleaners

Arrow 246 
CITRUS H202  
Citrus H2O2 from Arrow brings the power of citrus and hydrogen peroxide to 
tough cleaning challenges, breaking down grease and grime, and lifting stains, 
soils, and odors.

Arrow 254 
SCUM REMOVER & BRIGHTENER  
Easily cut through soap scum, dirt, mold and mildew stains, getting a clean, bright 
shine on a variety of surfaces including shower room fixtures, tile and grout.

Arrow 436 
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums.
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Restroom Cleaners

Arrow 440 
NO ACID BOWL CLEANER 
Easily and effectively remove daily accumulations of lime, rust, mineral stains, and 
soil from toilets and on all restroom surfaces when diluted using a 4:1 ratio.

Arrow 439 
TAKE-1 GLASS & ALL SURFACE DISINFECTANT
Clean, disinfect, and deodorize in one easy step with a phosphate-free formula 
works effectively in facilities where controlling the hazards of cross contamination 
is a priority.

Arrow 443 
HANG TIME   
Clean, deodorize, and disinfect with one step and a powerful foaming action that 
makes disinfecting vertical surfaces easy. Clinging foam stays in place to allow 
maximum contact time for proper disinfection.

Arrow 442
FORMULA 442 
A one-step germicidal cleaner and deodorant designed for general cleaning, 
disinfecting, and deodorizing. Controls mold and mildew on hard, non-porous 
inanimate surfaces.

Arrow 448 
AROPHOS 
A super thick formula designed to cling to vertical surfaces for maximum 
penetration and effortless cleaning; contains 20% phosphoric acid to removes 
scale, rust, calcium deposits and discolorations.

Arrow 237
SCUM BUSTER
Quickly removes soap scum, oils, dirt and grime from showers, bathtubs, tile & 
grout and more with little to no scrubbing and a water rinse.
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Toilet Bowl and Urinal Care 

Arrow 505 
DRAIN OPENER
A fast-acting solution that dissolves obstructions from hair, grease, paper, 
matches, rags, and organics with no need to remove standing water or worry 
about damage to pipes or fixtures.  

Arrow 447 
PROCLEAN GROUT & GRIME
A professional-strength cleaner and deodorizer effective on toilet bowls, urinals, 
certain tile & grout, and other surfaces not harmed by acid cleaning.

Arrow 254 
SCUM REMOVER & BRIGHTENER
Easily cut through soap scum, dirt, mold and mildew, getting a clean, bright shine 
on a variety of surfaces including shower room fixtures, tile and grout.

Arrow 141 
BLOCK WHITENER CLEANER WITH BLEACH
Tackle tough stains, grease and dirt on hard, non-porous surfaces including tile 
and grout. Deodorize, whiten, and brighten surfaces with a mild, clean scent.

Tile and Grout Cleaners

Arrow 440 
NO ACID BOWL CLEANER 
Easily and effectively remove daily accumulations of lime, rust, mineral stains, and 
soil from toilets and on all restroom surfaces.

Arrow 441
CREAM BOWL CLEANER 
This high acid formula dissolves rust, lime and scale on toilet bowls and urinals, 
especially in hard water areas. Formulated with 20% hydrochloric acid.

Restroom Cleaners
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Quickly cleans, deodorizes and removes tough stains from toilets and urinals. This 
9% hydrochloric acid formula is great for hard water areas.
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Toilet Bowl and Urinal Care 

Arrow 448 
AROPHOS 
A super thick formula designed to cling to vertical surfaces for maximum 
penetration and effortless cleaning; contains 20% phosphoric acid to removes 
scale, rust, calcium deposits and discolorations.

Arrow 442
FORMULA 442 
A ready to use bowl and bathroom cleaner that cleans, disinfects and deodorizes 
toilet bowls and urinals when used as directed.
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Specialty Products
Arrow’s specialty cleaning solutions are safe and 
effective for a wide range of surfaces, delivering 
powerful results. Product formulations quickly break 
down and disperse components of tough stains like 
ink, tar, grease, or waxy build-up.
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Arrow 370 
LONDON POLISH 
Get a hard, brilliant luster that protects and seals fine woodwork and polishable 
surfaces because the solution removes old wax build-up, conditions, and 
moisturizes with natural lemon oil.

Arrow 247 
SUPER CITRUS SOLVENT   
A natural citrus solvent that is non-caustic, non-acid, and non-corrosive, Arrow’s 
Super Citrus Solvent uses D-Limonene, a citrus fruit by-product to deliver an 
aggressive clean.

Arrow 468
PRO-SHIELD STAIN PROTECTOR 
A water and oil repelling finishing agent that provides excellent soil resistance on 
carpets, leather and upholstery and produces a durable finish that helps retain a 
like-new look.

Arrow 172 
UPSET SPILL & MESS ABSORBENT  
Upset destroys odors on contact and absorbs mess in one quick step. Non-toxic 
and environmentally friendly, Upset provides fast and complete clean-up.

Arrow 269 
AC-69 NON-SOLVENT CLEANER & DEGREASER 
A superior non-solvent cleaner in the SaferChoice* label. Highly effective on 
graphite, grease, synthetic lubricants, silicone, iodine, and ink. Safe and effective 
on leather, vinyl and fabric.

Arrow 165 
B-B BUBBLES  
B-B Bubbles delivers rich, lasting suds for hand washing dishes. But the powerful 
cleaning action produces clean and spot-free vehicle exteriors, too! B-B Bubbles 
rinses quickly and safe for painted surfaces, glass, metal, and more.

Vehicle Detailing
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Arrow 370 
LONDON POLISH 
Get a hard, brilliant luster that protects and seals fine woodwork and polishable 
surfaces because the solution removes old wax build-up, conditions, and 
moisturizes with natural lemon oil. Great on leather and vinyl - restores shine.

Arrow 436
MULTI-ZYME SUPER DIGESTANT 
A multi-purpose enzymatic cleaner that’s extremely effective for controlling odor 
and degrading organic waste including proteins, fats, oils, grease, starches, hair, 
and vegetable gums.

Arrow 496 
VEHICLE WASH & WAX 
A concentrated car wash and wax for a one-step solution that delivers an 
effective soil penetrating wash that wets, emulsifies in cold or warm water, cleans, 
and rinses quickly. Leaves a light wax sheen.

Arrow 451 
CONCENTRATED GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER 
Concentrated Glass & Surface Cleaner’s advanced formula cuts through smoke, 
grease, and grime. 

Arrow 450
GLASS BLAST
Clean, brighten and polish glass and other surfaces. Choose an easy-to-use spray 
or economical refill. Dries fast without streaks or residue.

Specialty Products   
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